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May 24, Rahul Gupta rated it liked it. Instead of thinking of questions as a sign of weakness, Krista Brookman, vice president of the Inclusive
Leadership Initiative at Catalysta nonprofit organization that seeks to expand opportunities for women and business, says leaders should consider
questions to be a way to open doors and start important conversations. Be forthright in saying that the purpose of the conversation is to learn,
understand, not to judge. Carrol Ben. How can I help you? Self Help. Jan 23, Justin rated it liked it Shelves: businessphilosophyleadership.
Resources for Training and Information. When people ask for help, the leader needs to ask questions so that they come up with their own
answers. Also, I wondered if the author consulted any research on the difference in how leading with questions affects the perception of female
leaders versus male leaders. Overall I did not get much from reading this book and I have wished that I got The author endless restates the same
vague ideas over and over again, leaving the poor reader wanting something, anything as an actionable example. Leaders who can effectively
distinguish between the two, cultivating a Learner mindset, can improve the performance, productivity, and morale of their teams and their
organizations — as well as heighten their own success as a leader. Marquardt lives in the Washington, D. Do you know what your boss is really
thinking? How could your job more effective? What could we Leading with Questions: How Leaders Find the Right Solutions by Knowing What
to Ask It has amazing bibliography and great stories from questioning leaders. Pause at the end of the question so that the answerer can think,
formulate, and deliver an answer. I had really mixed reviews about this Audiobook. Happy reading, Kryptic Fans! See the Top 12 Questions for
Success. What kind Leading with Questions: How Leaders Find the Right Solutions by Knowing What to Ask help do you need? They are often
unpresumptuous and offered in a sharing spirit. You know the saying: There's no time like the present Break the ice and get the conversation going
— keep your tone friendly as you move to set the stage for your questions a. How Companies Use It: By changing the questions they ask,
companies can shift mindsets and behavior to produce remarkably more positive results. Notice the questions your team members typically ask,
and the impact on morale, collaboration, problem solving, and results. Challenge yourself to replace those statements with questions, or follow-up
with questions. With that said, I look forward to finding ways to practice and implement these techniques both in leading my team at work and
leading my family. Why we have difficulty with asking questions? Why can't they perform? Asean leaders meet to find solutions over Covid crisis.
Who has a possible solution for this? The later parts of the book provide useful practical advice and examples for leaders to make better use of
questions in managing people, building teams and enabling change. What I didn't find inside of it is enough information and models that will allow
people to build their own question for the situation they face rather it has section with a lot of guidelines for specific scenarios and lists of canned
questions. What are our beliefs about how people ought to conduct the affairs of our organisation? The best parts distinguish between questions
that empower and questions that disempower. Quotes from Leading with Ques There are some examples of questions which in theory come from
actual people but most of these seem like they would come across rather off putting. Thoroughly revised and updated, Leading with Questions will
help you encourage participation and teamwork, foster outside-the-box thinking, empower others, build relationships with customers, solve
problems, and more. He sort of gives examples, but not very good ones. Are You Overmentored and Undersponsored? Useful phrases to use
with open-ended questions: What do you think about.? Notice whether you are asking yourself Learner or Judger Questions, and the effect they
have on your mood, engagement, and productivity. Creating a Questioning Culture When we encourage dialogue we affirm intellectual capability
not only of the individual but also of the team and organisation. The difference lies in whether you ask Learner Questions or Judger Questions. I
liked this book, even though at times it was a bit repetitive. Perhaps you approached This could have been like a Forbes article. Ultimately asking
questions makes you a better leader. Most Read. Questions for Reflection. Thanks for telling us about the problem. I hope to get a better
understanding of why we are having this problem b. Ask Jo: How can I thank my mentor? Suggested questions: how do you feel about the project
thus far? It didn't need to be a book. Follow us:. View 2 comments. The truth? In comparison, empowering questions Leading with Questions:
How Leaders Find the Right Solutions by Knowing What to Ask out optimum performance and create high-energy, high-trust environments.
Preferred sequence — start with process and then proceed to content. Throughout the book, he demonstrates how effective leaders use questions
to encourage participation and teamwork, foster outside-the-box thinking, empower others, build relationships with customers, solve problems,
and much more. Questions Should Empower Too often questions sound like accusations, putting the emphasis on the reasons why the person did
not succeed.
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